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Abstract

We synoptically describe having achieved the unprecedented
logicist cognitive computational simulation of quantified ver-
sions of any n-level (FBTn, ∀n ∈ N) false-belief task, and
hence of what we call the infinitary false-belief task (FBTω);
the achievement is enabled by the automated reasoner Shad-
owProver. Logicist cognitive computational simulation of the
level-one (or, as it’s currently known, “first-order”) false-belief
task (FBT1) was achieved circa 2007 by Bringsjord et al. But
subsequently cognitive science has seen the arrival such mod-
eling and simulation successfully applied to the second-order
false-belief task (FBT2); see e.g. (Blackburn & Polyanskaya,
forthcoming). (This is the level-two FBT in our hierarchy of
tasks.) But now, courtesy of what we report, logicist cognitive
computational simulation of any FBTn is accomplished for the
first time, and hence the infinitary false-belief task (FBTω) is
reached as well.
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The Level-1 and Level-2 False-Belief Tasks Many read-
ers will be familiar with the standard false-belief task (FBT1;
a.k.a. the Sally-Anne task), first introduced by Wimmer and
Perner (1983). But to ensure self-containedness we recapitu-
late: A subject (in an experiment carried out by e), agent a,
perceives two agents a1 and a2 in front of two boxes b1 and
b2. Agent a1 puts an object o into b1 in plain view of a2.
Agent a2 then leaves, and in the absence of a2, a1 moves o
from b1 into b2; this movement isn’t perceived by a2. Agent
a2 now returns, and a is asked by the experimenter e: “If a2
desires to retrieve o, which box will a2 look in?” If younger
than four or five, a will reply “In b2” (which of course fails
the task); after this age subjects respond with the correct “In
b1.” While some refer to this task as the “first-order” ver-
sion of the false-belief task, we refer to it as the “level-one”
version of the task.1

Table 1 lists some of the key epistemic propositions that
hold of FBTP

1 after the switch happens, paired with their ob-
vious symbolizations in our multi-operator quantified cogni-
tive calculus used for handling false-belief tasks. We use the
superscript ‘P’ to indicate that the task in question is passed;
we reserve superscript ‘F’ to indicate that the task is failed.

1Use of the locution “n-order” is quite infelicitous, because this
locution is long established in formal logic as a way to pick out the
expressive power of extensional logics within a hierarchy of them.
For instance, there is first-order logic, second-order logic, and so
on. Since which of these logics is used to model and simulate a
given false-belief task is a key parameter in the logicist modeling in
question, we judge it to be wise to refer to such tasks at a given level,
not an order, so as to avoid confusion that will otherwise obtain.

Table 1: Table for Level-1 (L1) FBT = FBT1

Label English Declarative Content Formula

L1.1 a1 believes a2 believes o is in b1. Ba1 Ba2 I(b1)
L1.2 a1 believes o is in b1. Ba1 I(b1)
L1.3 a believes a2 believes o is in b1. BaBa2 I(b1)
L1.4 a bel. a1 bel. a2 bel. o is in b1. BaBa1 Ba2 I(b1)

The level-two (or “second-order”) FBT is easily captured,
as follows.2 First, when agent a2 leaves, he/she secretly per-
ceives a1 move o to box b2. Formally, the key adjustment is
an addition to (adjustments of) the lines seen in Table 1: e.g.

L2 a2 believes a1 believes a2 believes o is in b1.

Prior Relevant Achievements Circa 2007, cognition as-
sociated with the false-belief task (FBT1, including both
FBTP

1 and FBTF
1 ) was modeled in formal logic expressive

enough to handle quantification, and computationally sim-
ulated (Arkoudas & Bringsjord, 2008, 2009).3 This type
of research falls under what Bringsjord (2008) calls logicist
computational cognitive modeling (LCCM). As far as we are
aware, this work in 2007 marks the first robust logicist mod-
eling and simulation of both passing and failing cognition
in FBT.4 Here is the crucial takeaway from study of prior
work: No one, before now, has achieved logicist computa-
tional cognitive modeling of quantified false-belief tasks at
level 3, 4, . . ., even in the non-quantificational case; and no
one has reached the infinitary case.
Level-k (k ≥ 3) False-Belief Tasks In the level-three false-
belief task, agent a1 secretly views a2’s secretly viewing into
the room from outside it. (All of this is easily visualized with
help from iterated, hidden cameras that feed information to
the agents. Because of space limitations we forego visual
depictions.) For FBT3, the characteristic formula is:

Ba1 Ba2 Ba1 Ba2 I(b1) (1)
2A nice place to start reviewing the literature on FBT2 is (Baron-

Cohen, O’Riordan, Stone, Jones, & Plaisted, 1999), which has com-
plete references to the earliest introduction of FBT1 and FBT2 in
the (empirical) literature. (In this regard, we certainly recommend
that interested readers review (Perner & Wimmer, 1985).) There is
no discussion in this literature of level-3-and-above FBTs, let alone
of infinitary FBTs such as FBTω; and we haven’t found any for-
mal/mathematical literature on these more demanding FBTs either.

3While formal but certainly declarative, very impressive compu-
tational cognitive modeling of FBT1 was achieved earlier by Wahl
and Spada (2000). Stenning and van Lambalgen (2008) provide in-
formal declarative notation for modeling false belief, but have no
implementation/simulation.

4Bello, Bignoli, and Cassimatis (2007), as in the aforecited
(Wahl & Spada, 2000), achieve computational cognitive cognitive
modeling of FBT1 that makes use of declarative representations, but
not of any logics.
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Quantified False-Belief Tasks The sub-formulae I(bn)(n∈
{1,2} is expressible within the formal language of only the
propositional calculus. If instead of a single object o being
used, a given FBT involves a group G of, say, n objects, then
the correlate to this sub-formula will require the machinery of
at least the quantificational machinery of first-order logic. We
are able to model and computationally simulate in this more
demanding case, so that even if subjects have beliefs about
a quantity m from G (m ≤ n) being placed in the box, their
cognition can’t be captured.
FBTω: An Infinitary Quantified False-Belief Task Our
inference system leverages a computable version of an infini-
tary inference rule to prove FBTω given that we can prove
FBTn ∀n (N. Govindarajulu, Licato, & Bringsjord, 2013).5

Automation We use an automated reasoning system, Shad-
owProver, to model FBTn and FBTω. ShadowProver is a
quantified modal logic theorem prover that has been used
to model, in LCCM fashion, intricate reasoning tasks, e.g.
ethical reasoning in (N. Govindarajulu & Bringsjord, 2017;
N. S. Govindarajulu, Bringsjord, Ghosh, & Peveler, Forth-
coming in 2019) and self-consciousness in (Bringsjord, Li-
cato, Govindarajulu, Ghosh, & Sen, 2015). Since character-
istic statements for FBTn and FBTω are structurally similar
to common knowledge, we leverage ShadowProver’s ability
to use the operator (C) for such knowledge.6

Objections We mention here only that while it might be ob-
jected that humans have trouble with even third-order belief,
many of our college-level subjects on the contrary have little
trouble proving correct answers for any FBTn.
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